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A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

RATHJEN Wholesale Liquor & Wine DAVID MONROE
At 6 p.m. at the Glide Memorial Church, 330 Post Street.

We trust that you will all attend this event if you are in need. The Rev. Williams has opened a preliminary Church Celebration that same night for the education and edification of the poor persuasion.

We make it get better by putting the pressure on every imaginable charge there is, in an effort to make 1982 a better truly fine holiday season, and we'll be right in sending it again, with the National Days of Resistance following the Watergate scandals.

Kevin Pastema, director of the Greater Los Angeles Area Apartment Association representing 5000 apartment building owners, admitted that his group tells its landlords on prospective tenants.

The two check-credit systems have over a million people in their computer files and are not buying it.

Kevin Pastema, director of the Greater Los Angeles Area Apartment Association representing 5000 apartment building owners, admitted that his group tells its landlords on prospective tenants.
Feast Your Way Into The New Year At The

Castle Grand Brasserie
Bar and Restaurant

IT'S OUR LAST AND MOST LAVISH MEAL OF '81. SEVEN ELEGANT COURSES AND A NEVER EMPTY GLASS OF KORNELL BRUT CHAMPAGNE.

OF COURSE, MAGGIE AND GEORGE WILL BE AT THE PIANO NON-STOP, AND WHO KNOWS WHAT ELSE THE EVENING MIGHT BRING.

ONE SEATING AT 9 P.M.
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
1600 Folsom at 12th Street Full Bar
San Francisco 626-2723

HOBOKEN, NJ — On November 14th, well over 2,500 people rallied to protest the criminal arson that has terrorized the low-income and poor of this eastern city. The arson has taken the lives of 13 Blacks and Latinos, many of them children, back in October of '81. Gathering in front of city hall along with the protesters was a group of residents demanding that his passage of the Vacancy Decontrol Law was directly responsible for these deaths and the loss of homes in dozens of other cases. When a group demanded that "Reagan, Cappiello Stop The War Against The Poor," and "Ana Mercado (a tenant organizer killed in the recent fire) People's Fighter," and "The People United Will Never Be Defeated." Over nine thousand signatures were presented on petitions demanding that the Vacancy Decontrol Ordinance be vacated now. Currently the laws would give a person little more than five to ten years, and make Arson For Profit a felony with a maximum of 20 years in jail, and life imprisonment mandatory if there is a death as a result of arson. Currently the laws would give a person little more than five to ten years.

One group has lobbied that all insurance monies be held in a trust bank account and the banks to be watched by tenants and tenant organizers. The state PUC has been given the responsibility of finding who started the fires and making sure that the insurance company is held responsible. Students have been resisting the right of landlords to charge out of the $57,000 a year jobs, is continuing to try and kill off the Governor Jerry Brown's Public Utilities Commission, which he appointed at the behest of the PUC.

The people have demanded of the PUC and Jerry Brown that they be given a hearing and the State PUC to hold down the state to try and influence the State PUC to hold down the poor, the low-income, and now even the middle-income.
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SEASONS GREETINGS FROM THE STAFF & MANAGEMENT of the
DEVIL’S HERD 835 Valencia

Live Bands 7 nights
HAY FEVER * Sunday & Mondays
RANDY & THE ROUNDERs * Tuesday
LINDA LANE & WESTERN ELECTRIC
Wednesday, Friday & Saturday

Cocktail Hour 5-7
M O N D A Y T H R O U G H F R I D A Y Guitar instrumental & Vocalist
Well Drinks ...................... 75
Draft Beer ......................... 40
Bottle Beer ...................... 60
Schnapps & Beer ............. 1.00
Schnapps ....................... 75

Dance Classes
Sundays ................. 5 - 7 PM
Tuesdays .............. 7 - 9 PM
Thursdays ............. 7 - 9 PM

Well Drinks ...................... 75
Schnapps ....................... 75

Gays finest hour
1981 Show
at U.S.V.A. Hospital
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., Dec. 16 — Last night, in this city, it had to be the "Gay's finest hour," as one staff member, straight, said. He had viewed the 10th Annual Gay USO Variety Show at the Fort Miley Hospital, United States Veterans Administration Medical Center.

The show was held in the Recreation Hall, and was viewed by all the patients in the hospital by the closed circuit television system, and it was also video taped by the V.A.

This year's show "Black & White Christmas" was comprised of the finest female impersonators: the city of San Francisco has ever seen, in addition to a magician. The show was co-ordinated by Tyrone Turner ("Mai Ty") owner of Discount Books, and was produced by the Christ Chapel (Orthodox Episcopal Church of God) and was emceed for the first time ever, by the Rev. Ray Broshars.

Jerry Roy Salter, a magician has been coming out to the annual Christmas show for the entire ten years in one capacity or another as has Rev. Broshars. And his magic acts enthralled the audience. Miss Connie, a candidate for Empress de San Francisco, was one of the many spectacular performers who had the audience applauding along with her as she danced and mimicked to the hit record "What A Fool Believes," and "I Think About You.

Marvin Nolan, better known in entertainment circles as the male version of Dolly Parton, "Mr. Dolli," was a great hit also with his mannerisms, "Apple Jack," "Higher Higher," and "I Really Get The Feelin'."

Roy Salter, who performed there in 1977 in his first San Francisco appearance, waved with them of "It Must Be Magic," "You Set My Love In Motion," and a couple of excellent Christmas numbers at the end. Bobby Bell, making his first appearance ever in such an event, waved to the audience with his self-made costumes, and very chic 40s hairdo mimicking to "The Way of Love," "Take Me Home," "Blue Moon," in which he enthralled the older patients doing this great great Jane Froman number, as well as with "Embracable You." He closed out with a couple of Christmas numbers, "I Won't Decorate Your Christmas Tree," and "Sift of the Blues."

The talent coordinator, Mai Ty, impressed the crowd this time out with his amusing costumes, especially the black feather job, doing, "You and Me," and "We Tears," which was a stopper.

There were several gay patients present and they really let it be known just how much they appreciated the hard work and talent of this great group of performers.

The Rev. Ray Broshars said that "This was the finest group that I have ever worked with. They were right on with the acts, they were all warm and knew what Christmas was all about, and really gave their finest performance ever. Out bliss each and everyone of them real good, but they are we what we should be all about all of the time. Caring and kind humanbeings."

The hospital Director, Dr. Foye, invited the troupe to return again next year, and commended them for the ten years of service to the hospitalized veterans.

Recreation Therapist, Ms. Leslie Becksman and Volunteer director, Ms. Peggy Lucas, both agreed with Dr. Foye and said they look forward to another ten years of the Gay USO variety shows. And, the Reverend Roy said that the troupe would be back next year, and in spite of some difficulties in getting the show going on time this year, that he would indeed be back next year and hoped that Mai Ty and the others would return with him.

At the same time, the Reverend announced that the Gay USO troupe would be back for next year, and that he would indeed be back next year and hoped that Mai Ty and the others would return with him.

The show was held in the Recreation Hall, and was viewed by all the patients in the hospital by the closed circuit television system, and it was also video taped by the V.A.

At the same time, the Reverend announced that the Gay USO troupe would be back for the next year, and that he would indeed be back next year and hoped that Mai Ty and the others would return with him.

A special thank you to Tom Jennel, Mark and Paul of Trondson Sound and to Trondson Sound, for the excellent sound and the lighting as well. It all made for the very finest Gay USO show ever presented at the Hospital.

Candy cames were handed out to all the patients by the performers after the show. There was a fundraiser to buy gifts for the show, but the bar having this event, allowed their bartender to give the funds to something else. We applaud to those who worked on this event and to the people who bought the cames.

There will be more on this later on in the next issue of this paper.

6 GayFocus —
CHRISTMAS IS A RUSH THIS YEAR, AND AT THE LAST MINUTE, AND NEW YEAR'S EVE CELEBRATION IS GOING TO BE REALLY INTENSELY FESTIVE OCCASIONS THIS YEAR. AND TOMORROW NIGHT AT THE ENDUP, THE GREAT SYLVESTER... WILL BE THERE FOR A SPECIAL... 

THE EAGLE CREEK SALOON IS REALLY VERY CHRISTMAS LOOKING. WHY ALL THE BIG HOLIDAY DECORATIONS? THINK ABOUT IT. AND TOMORROW NIGHT AT THE ENDUP, THE GREAT SYLVESTER... WILL BE THERE FOR A SPECIAL... 

THE LIBERTY RATHS' CALENDAR OF THE OLD LIBERTY MAGAZINE ARE ONE OF THE BUSIEST TIMES OF THE YEAR. GET THOSE CALENDARS IN YOUR HANDS AND WEATHER. DON'T MISS THE NEW YEAR'S DAY CELEBRATION AT THE ENDUP... 


THE CLAY FUNDRAISER ON DEC. 16TH WAS A HUGE FLOP. WHY? BECAUSE THEY HAD SO MANY HOMOPHOBIC REPORTERS IN THE ROOM. MANY OF THE PEOPLE THERE WERE ACTUALLY... 

THE CLAY FUNDRAISER ON DEC. 16TH WAS A HUGE FLOP. WHY? BECAUSE THEY HAD SO MANY HOMOPHOBIC REPORTERS IN THE ROOM. MANY OF THE PEOPLE THERE WERE ACTUALLY...
TELEVISION, INSIDE & OUT, the Rona Barrett television show seen on NBC, was a hit. It was a ratings success and has never been forgotten, but at least, it is a bright spot on the disunwavering sur...you still going to the various "annonymous" meetings? if not, you should 2Sw to each of the following....remeber kids...camp! th ats c-a-m-p!!!!!!!!!!!!!

DAVID MONROE ..........A wrist alarm that would give his arm an electric zap
AL HANKEN .............The same as for David Monroe.
ED DOLLAR ...............The book "Sex & the Single Queen!"
BE GARDINER ...........Those photos back, that he sent to one here, years ago.
CARL CAMPBELL .......Steve Atwood
VERNE ALLEN ...........Some one, anyone....honest, reliable and nice looking!

THE MOCKING SANTA CLAUS HAS GIFTS FOR YOU!

GavFocus mTVleMockinbird

52 Turk Street 120 Turk Street
320-2020 320-2020

OPEN 24hrs

Wheres your Head? 1/2 off on all magazines & books!

GayFocus on the Mockingbird

TELEVISION, INSIDE & OUT, the Rona Barrett television show seen on NBC (Kristen chamberly) is a warm and somewhat nostalgic look back at the heyday of television. The show focuses on the lives of the stars and the behind-the-scenes drama that surrounded them. It was a hit and was renewed for a second season.

BRIAN TODD ......A new waterfront for his office!

GAV FOCUS

WHERE'S YOUR HEAD? 1/2 OFF ON ALL MAGAZINES & BOOKS!

Sherrie, 22, shoes that Mike riding and working out is paying off in the big muscle department. Third time
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BEAM TRAMP (D) yes, that delightful fun-filled manager of that simply too lovely place, Big Beam, was in one lovely corner just late and the "fourth" man over was...the most delightful
GAYFOCUS ON THE MOCKINGBIRD

DAN OF THE COMPOUND is a former "priest." "Relight??" are you kidding me? MISS GAY POLAND, Ed Dufle, our assistant editor has been doing a great job and just wanted to let it out to avoid another Ed story. ...A truly hard working, sincere, dedicated, etc., etc., etc. What more can you say, except to say, "Thanks Ed!"

"CHURCH OF ADONIS?" dear, dear. What in the world is a church of adonis? DAN OF THE COMPOUND is a former "priest?" REAL!!!?????????????? MISS GAY POLAND, Ed Dollak, our assistant editor has been doing a great job Johnny Paycheck to not have sex with girls (or boys) under the age of 13. JC (Jim Coibett) ......to not expand or remodel the SF Ende for at least 6 weeks. PAUL BENTLEY .......To lose 200 pounds and buy the Bay Area Reporter. Deputy Chief of Police George Eimil .....to never bust another gay hustler. BOB ROSS...............to not print anymore articles about the SF Police Department HARRY BRITT ......To trade glasses with Terence Hallman or wear contacts. AL HANKEN ..........to rest!!! on the remodeling trips at the Endup for a while. JAY LEVINE ..........to buy a great big car and sell his teenie weenie VW. Bill Graham, Inc .....to hold lots of fundraisers for the poor of our city..quick! Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights....to disband CARL CAMPBELL..
cement pillars (condo’s). They have tried to save some of the old Hawaii, but it is fast fading into the sunset. Although Honolulu looks like most

cities everywhere, they can be quite expensive. Places like the old burial graves on Oahu this century there are so many things to do in Hawaii that don’t
cost a great deal or they are free. Places like the
time in Hawaii, Marquesas, Tahiti, Tonga, Fiji, Samoa and New Zealand. It

careful, as most are only selling time space, and you don’t really own

The Fire Department has yellow fire trucks, and not only ladders and

try and take any lava rock home. “Pele,” the volcano goddess, doesn’t

If you see a Valley, don’t be surprised

Hawaii is snakes. The ukulele is not Hawaiian, it came with the Portu­
genic voyagers who referred to the islands as “Hawai’ia” or, burning island. If you see

The Academy of Arts, the Arizona Memorial ...

The origin of the name “Hawaii” came from Polynesian voyagers

GayFocus
The San Francisco Ballet's annual classic, The Nutcracker (call 421-3838 for info) has all the charm, pizazz, and beauty of a Dickensian Christmas plus the magic of a child's dream come true. The dancing is superb and the sets awe-inspiring, especially the Christmas tree that grows and grows on stage, the costumes, sumptuous and memorable plus Tchaikovsky's great music. All add up to an evening of pure enchantment. Goose, who suddenly produces eight little red-devils from under her skirt, and Andre Reyes thunderingly acrobatic as Chinese Tea. And then there is young Patrick Murphy, personifying "Dad's bad boy" the mischievous two-year-old who steals the first act with his overwhealing high spirits in the party scene. Sometimes the greatest sounding idea fails to achieve its promise and such is the case with: "Nineteen," a former Off Broadway at the Warfield. The idea of setting a ballet of Tchaikovsky's on ice in a theatre sounds great, but in actually even a large theatre stage is inhibitingly small for the skaters to use large scale. Poor Dorothy Bannell, a former Olympic Gold Medal winner and star of the Ice Capades, exudes grace and charm in the skating department but is soporifically dull as Clara, a role she has been playing patiently on stage, looking comically ill at ease, as do most of the other skaters. Excepting the magic of Raymond Pickens' brilliant solo and the inherent reproach "Beauty and the Beast" when brothers and sisters each sing a verse of a poignant memory of growing up, the dancing lively, especially Raymond Pickens' Isabella and the inherent reproach. Of special note is Michael Warner's wonderful five room set that makes exceptional the idea and material are four star, but, director F. Allen Sawyer has paced the show too frenetically; the kernel of a blockbuster is there but this a true hit are present. The idea and material are four star, but, director F. Allen Sawyer has paced the show too frenetically; the kernel of a blockbuster is there but this a true hit are present.
Carls Follow Spot

FOCUS on FILM

S.F. State's production of the musical "Seuss" has shot pinfeur: it's a great choeur
who have extreme talent. Fabulous costumes by Bill Brewer, an excellent
litigation by Eric Sinkkonen, a fine comediene in Caylia Chaiken and an enticingly
who dance extremely well, fabulous costumes by Bill Brewer, an excellent
multi-scene

"HEINS" Spectacular! After those two words what can you say other
than, this three and one-half hour motion picture is one of the finest to
be turned out in the U.S. in many many years.

The film seems to be more than one, of the most dramatic periods in history since the
industrial revolution and the birth of Christ Jesus.

Dianne Keaton is an actress actress. She is magnificent, stiff, flawed
so utterly real. And this role portraying one of the more controversial
people of her era, is flawless as well, capturing Louise Bryant totally.

New York Men...it has several things going for it. One of them is an
attractive cast headed up by Scorpio (of the huge meat), Lee Marlin, J.D.
Slater, and the dynamic Eric Ryan. Another thing, is that the film is a total
turn-on because of the amount of action, action and more action poured into this erotic fuck-film. The

The color, I have to come back to the color. It is simply fine, and the cine­
matography is so fine. The editing needs some help, but this film, is a total
Fuck film plus. And I will be back for a second time, tomorrow. See ya!!!

GayFocus Xmas Event

A GayFocus Xmas Event

GayFocus

GAYFOCUS, 324-14th Street, San Francisco, CA 94103

“Happy Christmas to all and to all a GOOD night.”

The Central City’s Only Country-Western Dance Bar

Live Band:★★★★★

Now Appearing:

Cookie Baker & The Statzos

863-5314

FRISCO SALOON

154th Street

Open 6 A.M. - 2 A.M.

GayFocus

PERSONALS

WANTED

HOUSES/BOY

Live in Manhattan, Hous­

s/Boy. Call 516-9166.

Excellent massage (full body!).

Call anytime. JAY 567-5116

TRIO

6’2”, 160 lbs., 27 years old.

Live-in. Handyman, house­

In an envelope, and mail it to:

GayFocus, 324-14th Street, San Francisco, CA 94103

Minimum

cover time and for giving flowergrams. Drop off, pick up, or call 824-1001.
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WEST COAST PREMIERE

LIKE THE CITY THEY COME FROM
BIG, HOT AND ALWAYS READY FOR ACTION!

NEW YORK MEN

Starring
ERIC RYAN · J.D. SLATER
SCORPIO · ROBERT WHITE
A Mustang Production · All Male Cast in Color

Co-Feature

NEW YORK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY with Jack Wrangler

the mob hill cinema
729 bush st. · tele 781 9468